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Abstract--Single-step methods, coupled with Galerkin discretizations i  space, are applied to second- 
order hyperbolic equations. These methods are applied irectly to the second-order quations. Optimal 
order convergence estimates are derived 
INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider Galerkin, fully discrete approximations to the solution of the following initial 
boundary-value problem: Let f~ be a bounded domain in R v with smooth Of L we seek a real- 
valued function u(x, t) satisfying 
u,=-Lu  = ~ O ( Ou I i,j=l ~ lij('r) -~xJ - lo(x)u in fl × (0, "r], 
u = 0 on Of~ × (0, T], (1.1) 
U(x, O) = U°(X i n fL  
u,(x, O) = uP(x) in 11; 
u °, u ° given. Here, l~j(x) = lj~(x) E C~(~), and lo E C~(~) with Io(x) >- 0 in ~ .  We shall 
assume that the operator L is uniformly elliptic, i.e. for some constant co > 0 
N N 
_> Co vx e 5,  v ;  e R .v. 
i.j=l i=1  
In [1], Baker and Bramble analyzed both semidiscrete and fully discrete Galerkin approx- 
imations to the solution of (1.1). The fully discrete methods they considered are based on 
rational approximations to e-: ,  and thus require converting the semidiscrete quations into a 
first-order system. 
Another natural approach consists in applying special single-step methods directly to the 
second-order equation. Among such methods are the Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m ethods (cf. [2]). 
This approach is more general, and it is well known that in the absence of the first time 
derivative, an extra order of accuracy can be gained for the same amount of work (see also [3], 
[4]). For problem (1.1), Gekeler[5] has obtained quasioptimal error estimates under regularity 
conditions on the initial data stronger than those in [1]. 
In this paper, we prove optimal order convergence stimates in L 2, for a general class of 
Nystr6m methods. In addition, the regularity requirements on the initial data are identical to 
those of [1]. Both conditionally and unconditionally stable methods are considered. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, notation is established. In Sec. 3, the main 
stability result is proved. It is then shown that the optimal bound on the error can be obtained 
via an adaptation of the technique used in [1]. In Sec. 4, examples of fully discrete Nystr6m 
methods are discussed. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let 0 < h~ --< h, --< . . . be the eigenvalues of L, and let {rj)~_-~ be the (orthonormal) set 
of corresponding eigenfunctions. Using these, we can define (cf. [1]) the following spaces: for 
s~0,  
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It is shown in [6] that/-:/~(lq) = {v ~ H'(f~), LJv = 0 on 0D.. j < s/2}, where H'(D.) are the 
usual Sobolev spaces. 
It is well known that for s -> 1, if u ° ~/~/~(f~) and t~, ~ ~ H ' - t (~) .  then a unique solution 
to (1.1) exists for all t > 0 and that the following estimate holds: 
tlu(/)ll~- + Ilu,(t)ll~-~ = Ilu°l[~ + Ilu°ll~-~. (2.1) 
We shall henceforth assume that the solution u is sufficiently smooth to guarantee the 
convergence estimates below. 
Let T: L: ---+ L-' be the solution operator of the associated elliptic problem 
Lu = f in f~, 
u = 0 on  0D..  
For integer r -> 2, let {S~,}h>0 be a one-parameter family of finite-dimensional subspaces 
of L'-(12), e.g. the space of piecewise polynomial functions defined on a triangulation of f~. We 
assume the existence of a family {Th}h>o of operators Th: L2(f~) ---' $7, possessing the following 
properties. 
(i) Th is symmetric, positive semidefinite on L-'(f~) and positive definite on $7,. 
(ii) 1](T - Th)fl] --< ch j H/IIj-z, 2 -< j -< r, where c is independent of h. 
(iii) Th has eigenvalues 0 -< ~l --- ~., -< "'" --- l.za, h, • Moreover, ~a,,, -< c for some constant 
c independent of h. 
Several types of approximating operators Th satisfying (i)-(iii) are well known. These 
include the Galerkin method, two methods of Nitsche and the Lagrange multiplier method of 
Babugka (see [1,7-10]). 
With Th at hand, the semidiscrete approximation tth(t) ~ ST, of t¢(t) is defined by 
Thtth,,(t) + Uh(t) = 0, t>  0, 
uh(O) = Pu °, 
urn(0) = Ptl °, 
(2.27 
where P: L 2 ---> S~, is the L z projection operator. 
Denoting the inverse of Th on S~, by Lh, (2.2) can be rewritten as 
umr(t) + Lhtt,,(t) = 0, 
uh(O) = Pu ~, 
urn(O) = Pu °. 
(2.3) 
It is proven in [ I, 11] that for some constant c independent of h 
Iluh(t) - u(t)ll ~ ch'(llu°ll,.-, + qlu~°ll,). (2.4) 
Now let (', .) and [.[ denote the Euclidean inner product and norm on R 2. For ~ > 0, we 
define the following inner product on R-" 
(x, y)~, = xlyl  + tx-'-x2y,_ 
and let ].],, denote the corresponding norm. 
We shall also use the following seminorm on L 2 × Lz: for u = [u~, u~_] ~ L 2 × L 2, t][u[[I-' 
= Iludr + IITL"-u_,fl2; note that Ill'Ill is a norm on S7, × S;,. 
Remark.  All norm notations will also be used to denote corresponding operator norms. 
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3. FULLY DISCRETE APPROXIMATIONS 
We consider operators /,~':R: --+ R z of the form 
r r l  l(.~) .r rt.,(z)] 
(x, z) = L -x - '  z rz,(z) r22(.  ) .j' 
where x is a positive parameter and r o are rational functions in z with ro(O) = 1, i, j = 1, 2. 
These operators are used to generate fully discrete approximations to u, the solution of (1.1) 
in the following way: Let k > 0 be the time step, w'L **,'~, approximations in Sg to u(nk) and 
u,(nk) respectively, then 
w,~h+tj = /,6' (k, keLh) W~h, 
[r ,t(k:LO kr , , (kZLh)]~, ,~]  
= L-kZ  r,,(kaLh) r22(~:2L~) J U'~,_I' (3.1) 
with w ° = Pu °,w°, = Pu °. 
Formulation (3.1) is in general appropriate only for theoretical purposes. The practical 
implementation of these methods must take a computationally more efficient formulation. From 
this point of view, Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m methods form a particularly interesting class, 
q 
~.i  = ~ + ketiw~h, _ k" ~ aoLhw'gh v, 
)=1 
q 
W~ +1 = Wg "k kw,~ r - k 2 E biLhw~hi 
i=1 
q 
~,+' = ~,  - k ~ ~L~"  ; 
i=l  
i=1  . . . . .  q 
(3.2) 
here q, [~i, aij, b,, b~ are given constants and completely determine the method. 
We next characterize the accuracy and stability properties of these methods. From (2.3) 
and (3.1), for n -> 0, 
= rcos  kLh- - rll(k'L~) 
1~2 " 1/2 I/2 2 k-Lh  [sin kL h - kLh r,.l(k Lh)] cos kL~ : - rz,_(kZLh) ~7 ' 
where [~", ~,]r = [uh(t,) -- w~h, Uh,(r') -- W~,] r, n >- O. This motivates us to require ~ to 
satisfy the following consistency condition: there exist positive constants c, o" such that 
2 
{Icos z - r . ( z2 ) l  + [sin z - z ri.3_,(z2)l} ~ cz ~+', 0 <- z ~ cr (3.3) 
i=1 
for some integer v 
We gather the 
of ,-',4'. 
Type I (1) cr(,-'A'(l, z)) < 1 for some s < :¢ 
(2) rlt = r,.2 
Type II (l) o'(/.4(1, z)) -< 1 
(2) rll = r,, 
(3) 0 < b <- ]r12(z)[ <__ -~ < zc 
- Ir.,,(~)l 
~ 1. Wesaythat  ~ iscons is tento forderv .  
s tab i l i tycond i t ions in to~urgroupswi th~(~)denot ingthespect ra l rad ius  
O<z~s 
0~:~s  
O<z~s 
Cg~4!.t.~d.2:4/5-p 
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Type III (1) ~r(//?(1, z)) < 1, 0 < z <- s, for any finite s 
(2) rll = rz: 
r l : (z)  
(3) 0 < _--=lira r,_t(z) < ~c 
Type IV (1) cr(J2(1, z))-< 1 0 - -  < z 
(2) rlt = r2_, 
(3) 0<b_< rr.(z) _<~<:c  0<z<:c .  
- r . , ,(z) 
We next prove our main stability results. 
THEOREM 3 .1  
Let ,~ be of types I or II and suppose that kZo'(Lh) -< s. Then there exists a constant c 
independent of h and k such that 
III .~'"(k, k~-L,)lll ~ c. v,, - o. 
Proof. Let {qb~}]=, C S~, be an orthonorrnal set of eigenfunctions of Lh, and {X:}/= ~ the set 
of corresponding eigenvalues arranged in nondecreasing order. Let ~h, %, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  n 
in Sf, be such that 
~,j = ~.~,~'(~, k;L~))" Lye, j ,,,o,,j. (3.4) 
Letting v'h = E4 j=,a)Oaj, v~,, = E/= ~P/bj by the orthonormality of {~j}/= ,, we have 
. . . . .  [<q 
LI37J LI3)'/ 
r,t(k:hj) kr,.(~%)l" F~°l 
-khjr,_t(k'-h;) r_,:('k:X/) J L~'/J' j = 1, 2 . . . . .  d. (3.5) 
Hence 
~.ff 2 
(3.6) 
where 
[r,i(k2hj) , kh) :r,,(k-'Nj) ]
~(k ,  k'-hj) = [_khj..,.r2i(k.hj) rz2(kZX~ ) j ,  j = 1. 2 . . . . .  d. 
We first consider a type II method. For each j, j = 1 . . . . .  d. let bj be a nonzero scalar. 
to be suitably chosen below. Let Bj = diag{l, bj}. Consider Nj = Bj .J/; (k, k:Xj)B] -~. A simple 
computation shows that Nj is normal provided 
rl.(kZX j) 
Ib, P= [~1 (3.7) 
Hence 
/~' (k, kZhj) = B#~U*M,U;Bj, 
where Uj is unitary and Mj = diag{lxtj, Ix,j}; p-t;. p._,j being the eigenvalues of ..;,'(k, kZXj). 
These are also the eigenvalues of .4;(1, k-'X~), and hence max{lp.~jl, igtz.r}-< 1. j = 
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1, 2 . . . . .  d. Thus 
I.~"(k, k'-hj)l <-IB;'t Iajl 
-< max(l, ib~l, Ibjt-') 
-< max{b, b-l}. (3.8) 
Next, suppose the method is of type I and fix 8 > 0 sufficiently small, so that in view of 
rl.,(0) = r21(0) = 1, we have for _/2, b > 0, 
0<b_  < rt.,(z) ~<~,  0<z<8"  
r2i(z) 
If k'-hj <- 8, then the argument leading to (3.8) can be used. If k2hj > 8, then we let 
J~(k'k'-h) = U* [~ 'j cJ ] 
where Uj is unitary. Since 8 < k'-hj <-- s, and the method is of type I, max{[g.,jl, [~zjl} -< ~ < 1; 
it also holds that [cj] - c independently of h and k. Hence 
I/k"(k, k%)[ 7j cj ~j~j?'- '  = = < c, n-> 1, (3.9) 
ix.~j 
where c depends on 8 and cj but is otherwise independent of h and k. 
To conclude the proof, we note that 
t t [ ]  2 = Y~ ((~}); + V'(~7);). 
It follows then from (3.8) or (3.9) that 
i1[ ]1112 -< c Z ((~o): + V,(13o):) l~ht )= 1 
=c ]rv°l :. L~,,JI 
THEOREM 3.2 
Let /~ be of type III or IV. Then there exists a constant c independent of h and k such 
that 
Ill ~"(k,  k=th)lll ~ C. 
Proof. The proof in the case of type IV methods can be done in a manner identical to the 
proof of a type II method, upon taking s = :¢. 
For type III methods, the proof proceeds as follows. We write [0, o¢) = [0, 13) U [[3, :e), 
where 13 is chosen sufficiently large so that rl2(z)/r2t(z) has neither zeros nor poles on [13, ~). 
In view of 0 < lim .._.=lrl:(z)/r,.l(z)l < ~, we have 0 < b -< Iri,.(z)lr,_t(z)l <- -b < =,13 <- z < =. 
Now on [0, 13), the proof proceeds exactly as in the case of type I methods, and on [13, ~) as 
in the case of type II methods. This completes the proof. 
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Remarks. (1) For type l and type II methods, a condition relating the sizes of h and k 
must be imposed. For subspaces S~, with elements satisfying inverse assumptions of the form 
llxll, ~ ch-~'rlr',l. 
it is easily shown that the aforementioned condition takes the form kh-t < c for some 
fixed c. 
(2) Type II and type IV methods contain as special cases the methods considered 
in [1]. For these methods it can be shown that r~ = r.,: and r~: = r :¢ it then follows 
that z,~r(k, kZhj)z]9(k, k:kj) = (~E + kZkjri,_)12×z. Now noting that ~ + kZh~ri,_ = 
(o ' (~ (k, k-'hi)))-' < I for k-'hj -< s, we can replace the constant c in Theorems 3. l and 3.2 bv 
1, thus recovering the stability results of [1]. 
To derive the error estimates, we adopt the technique of [1]. For t > 0, n --- 1, let 
IO - I ] ~ ) n 
F,,(t, t-'y-') = e-n,  ,_, o - .J, (t, tZy:). (3.10) 
In the sequel, we shall take s = ~¢ in the case of methods of type III or IV. 
PROPOSITION 3.3 
Let z/? have order v and be of one of the types l - IV  and suppose kZ(r(LD <- s. Then there 
exists a constant c*, independent of h and k, such that 
]F,(t, t2y'-)[, <- nc*(O')", n >- 1, (3 . l l )  
fo r ty<.sand l  <- l<-v  + 1. 
Proof. Let o'* = rain(or, 1). We have after a simple calculation 
ICOS ty -- rll(t-'3 2) sin t)' -- t~'rl,(t2vZ) l 
S-~Ft(t '  tZy2)S = [_ - s in  .ty + t3,rzt(t'-y'-) cos tv r,2(-t-'y'-') J '  (3.12) 
where S = diag{I, y}. It follows from (3.3) that 
IF,(t, t"y2)l, = IS-'Ft(t, t-'y-~)SI 
<_ c(tyy ~ --< c(.ty) ~, tv < o'*, 1 -< 1--< v + 1. (3.13) 
Now suppose or* < s. Noting that, 
l e -@ 0-'] I> = 1, j >- 0, t, y > 0: (3.14) 
for o'* < t?,' -< s, we have, using Theorem 3.1 or Theorem 3.2. 
IFt(t, t2y-')]>.--< c = c(ty) / (or*) -I 
__< c(o.)l(cr.) ..... i) < c(t3..)l. (3.15) 
Now for any integer n - I, from Theorem 3.1 or Theorem 3.2. (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15), for 
-< s we have 
IF,( ,, t2y")l> = n~l f)~J(t, t2y2)Fl(l" , t2y2)e-ln-l-J)t[~ "- ; l ]  y 
)=0 
<-- cnlFl(t, t'-y'-)l > <-- nc*(o') <, 1 <. l <-- v + 1. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4 
Under the conditions of Proposition 3.3, there exists a constant c independent of h and k 
such that for all z E L'- x L: 
[ oq' I ltF,(k. a::Lh) -II't --< ck'-' l l l: I I I , I - l -< v + I (3.16) 
Proof. We first prove (3.16) for l even. Letting 
.=  aj +j=_ r ,%,  
j= l  J )=l 
we find 
- Th l~, '- 0 
E. - F.(k, k"L.) 0 z = ( -  l ) "F . (k ,  kZLh) TihJ, - Z 
( _  1)t _' '~. t'" ' = hi- ' -F.(k,  k-L~,)~6j. 
)=1 
It is easily verified that 
d 
IIIE.III 2 = E X,-'{F.(~, ~N)~I~.;-" 
j= l  
d 
<- 2 XT'IF,(k, kZX,)l~,? :IFJI~,J :" 
)=1 
(3,17) 
Since 
d 
ill=Ill-" = ~ IF~I2,-', 
)=1 
from (3.11) it follows that 
d 
[lie.ill: - ~ k,-'n:(c*):(kx~ :):'[r, li~: 
j= l  
d 
<-- (c*)'-k'-n:k:'-'- ~'~ IFjlI,: 
)=] 
<-- ck-"--'HI:{IL:. (3.18) 
Now for l odd, we have 
where 
: ,=  I-< , ,  --- 2 r; , ,  , 
,=, LP~ ,=, 
with %! = [3,. p) = -kao 9. 
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d 
)= i  
d 
Z V"+ :):'l U "- 
)=1 
Now since 
d 
V'IF)I ¢= = Illzlll 
jffil 
the result fol lows. 
With Proposit ions 3.3 and 3.4 at hand, we can use Theorem 3.1 of [1]. So let E r = 
[uh(nk) -- w~h, Uh,(nk) -- wh,] r, where [uh(nk), uh,(nk)] r and [~.  ~, ] r  are given by (2.2) and 
(3.1), respectively. We have the fol lowing. 
THEOREM 3.5 
Under the conditions of Proposition 3.3, there exists a constant c independent of h and k 
such that 
sup IIIE~III < ch'[llu°ll,+l + Hu°ll,] + ck~[b?L., + Ilu°L]. (3.19) 
O~n~'t ,k  
Remark .  Using (3.19) with (2.4) we get 
sup 
0<-n-<'r k
Ilu(nk) - wgll ~ chr[Hu°ll,.i - I lu° l l r l  
+ ckOfllu°l[,+, + Ilu°M. (3.20) 
Moreover,  similar convergence stimates can be obtained for any initial data [w °, w°,] r 
satisfying Ilu ° - w°ll + flu ° - w°,l l -< oh ' .  
4. EXAMPLES 
We now consider two examples of Nyst_r6m methods as given by (3.2). First, letting 
(a )q  = a O, b r = (bl . . . . .  bq), "~r = (bl . . . . .  -bq),e r = (1, 1 . . . . .  1), c~ r = 
(a~ . . . . .  %) ,  after simple calculations 
r i l (z)  = 1 - zbr ( l  + zA) -~e,  r: :( :)  = 1 - z-br(l + zA) - l c~ 
r~,_(z) = 1 - zbr ( l  + zA) - Ia ,  r,_l(z) = ~r( l  + zA) - ie .  (4.1) 
We first consider an explicit method (cf. [4,5]). Here q = 3, v = 4, s = 6: 
A= /8 0 , 
1/2 
1 1 0) ,  ~r= b T= 
2 
r l l (z)  = rz:(z) = 1 
2 
Z 
rl,_(z) = 1 6' 
2 2 
r.,ffz) = 1 - ~ + 9-6' 
c~ r = (0, 1/2, 1), 
.2 
24' 
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The implementation of  this method requires three matrix-vector multiplications (function eval- 
uations) per step, and solutions of three linear systems Gx = p. where G is the Gramian matrix. 
The corresponding fourth-order polynomial approximation to e - : ,  on the other hand, requires 
four function evaluations and solutions of four linear systems. 
We next consider a two-stage fourth-order implicit method. Let [3 = 1/6 (1 + 3~)  
(largest root of 14413: - 48[3 + 1). For ~, ¢- [3, we have the one-parameter family of methods 
A = [3 br  = (~ _ [3)-t 1 [3 + 
"/ - [3 ' 24 '  2 ' 
=( '~-  [3)-~ ~ ' -o '  13 , g, • 
This method requires two function evaluations and solutions of two linear systems with the 
same coefficient matrix (G + [3k'-S), where S is the stiffness matrix. However,  this method is 
only conditionally stable (type II) for s < 12. 
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